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Abstract. Serious games for programming provide players with some type of 

algorithmic mechanics to accomplish game challenges. Such mechanics maybe 

formally algorithmic, or in some cases not theoretically linked to strict pro-

gramming constructs, although still characterized as programming-related 

games. We discuss a serious game with visual programming where the primary 

mission is the development of a simple 2d game. Its primary novelty is the lack 

of separate build and run cycles. There is only one game mode, with gameplay 

and game development being inseparable, where every game object can be 

clicked, live-programmed, and live-edited during play. Additionally, time may 

be freely rewind and replayed, undoing or redoing internally all related user ac-

tions and game state updates. During such time travels, it is allowed to drop the 

entire history onwards, from any given point in time, and continue from there. 

 

Keywords: Serious Games, Visual Programming, Live Programming, Time-

Travel Mechanics, Learning Programming. 

1 Introduction 

Games with programming mechanics, either through some explicit language or via 

implicit algorithmic elements, exist for a long time. They are frequently targeted to a 

specific player audience and focus either on new forms of entertainment, offering at 

an abstract semantic level very challenging algorithmic puzzles, or may be used for 

learning purposes, falling in the category of serious games with the aim to teach and 

develop basic programming skills. 

In this context, we discuss a serious game for acquiring basic programming skills, 

relying on visual programming systems. The target game itself is both developed and 

played in a single runtime mode, making gameplay and game development two insep-

arable tasks performed interchangeably. Essentially, programming and editing are 

treated as standard game mechanics, independently of the game that is actually being 

developed by the player. This feature allows changing the game-program in a live 

manner, while running, and is known as live programming [8]. This notion of live 

programming in our game goes beyond code fragments and covers all game assets, 

also becoming editable during gameplay, something we similarly call live editing. 

This way, offering an exploratory programming system for crafting a game, all de-

velopment operations and features are game mechanics, while the development envi-

ronment is a live editor with only one operational mode being gameplay. Then, as part 
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operator in certain languages, or reference nullification with latter garbage collection 

on other languages. Essentially, not only an object reference after deletion is invalid, 

but cannot be restored on the same reference, since the way the memory manager 

handles memory blocks and memory references is implementation dependent and 

differs across platforms and languages. 

using ObjId = uint64_t; 

class ObjIdDir { 

void   Insert (ObjId, Obj*); 

void   Remove (ObjId); 

Obj*  LookupById (ObjId); 

ObjId  LookupByObj (Obj*); 

ObjId  Gen (void); 

static  ObjDir& Get (void); 

}; 

class Sprite : Obj { native sprite 
void Move (int dx, int dy); 

void SetFrame (unsigned frameNo); 

void SetFilm ( 

const AnimatinFilm& film 

); 

}; 

namespace SpriteMethods { adapter methods 
void Move (ObjId id, int dx, int dy) 

{ 

   dynamic_cast<Sprite*> 

(ObjDir::Get().Lookup(id)) 

->Move(dx, dy); 

  } 

} 

const ObjState GetState (ObjId id); 

Sprite* New (const ObjState&, ObjId); 

similar wrappers for all methods… 
} 

Instead of sp->Move(dx,dy) call is formed as: 
SpriteMethods::Move( 

ObjDir::Get().LookupByObj(sp), dx, dy 

); 

In the game engine, in the callback where deletion of some Sprite* sp needs to be handled, 

we create an undo command for object deletion as follows (also inserted in current recording): 
auto* f  = new DeleteUndo; 

auto  id = ObjDir::Get().LookupByObj(sp); 

f->SetState( SpriteMethods::GetState(id) ); 

f->SetObjId( id ); 

f->SetImpl( 

   [f](void) { SpriteMethods::New(f->GetState(), f->GetObjId()); } 

}; 

Fig. 11. Adopting generic object ids (like serial numbers) to handle undo (and redo) of ob-

ject deletion (and construction) on top of a C++ game engine.  

Our technique is based on persistent generic object ids on top of every native type 

of game engine object, with such ids mapped to the native class references when the 

actual invocation of object methods is required (see Fig. 11, shown in C++). Then, in 

the game implementation, the bidirectional mapping between generic ids and native 

objects is handled via an object directory (ObjIdDir), with object access being carried 

out in two steps. Firstly, the mapping from a generic ObjId to the native reference 

(like Sprite*) is done, and then the actual method is invoked. Both steps can be han-

dled by special method wrappers, like SpriteMethods depicted under Fig. 11. Nota-

bly, to undo an object creation a deletion is required. Then, its redo action is exactly 

like undoing deletion, meaning redo create is identical to undo delete. 

5 Evaluation 

We briefly discuss our experience and the key outcomes from an evaluation pro-

cess we carried out. The overall process took almost one month, more than usually 

expected due to pandemic rules. We intentionally tried to make the whole process not 



looking like a usability study for participants, but like an exploratory programming 

laboratory assignment. The entire process was remotely handled, via telco sessions, 

with the following characteristics regarding setup and conduct: 

• 11 high school students participated, of almost balanced genders but varying 

ages, with some experience in visual programming tools from school, and also 

playing regularly video games on their mobiles or home consoles 

• We firstly explained they were going to make a simple version of Super Mario 

(NES classic edition, just first stage) and were asked to find information on the 

game online  

• Then, we introduced the environment explaining and detailing all of its features, 

with extra emphasis on terrain and character authoring and the time-travel feature 

with all its options 

• We provided all the required artwork (bitmaps for tiles, sprite sheets, sounds, and 

all details for motion and animation of game characters) 

• We requested they work in small groups, giving freedom of choice for the com-

munication and cooperation tools (eventually, they all used Discord) 

• We had regular on-line plenary meetings to discuss the progress of their projects 

and provide explanations in using the tools  

• They were also told they will exchange projects and play each other games, just 

to increase motivation 

When the process was concluded, all students completed three standard SUS ques-

tionnaires, differing only on the titles: (i) editing tools for terrain, characters and ani-

mations; (ii) game coding tools; and (iii) tools for recording and time-travel. We 

wanted to have separate feedback for these three tools. Then, we provided another 

simple questionnaire where they could also insert free text, with the aim to get some 

additional information, with some of the questions listed below: 

• What you think is the coolest feature and why 

• What you think is the worst feature and why 

• Do you think you learned something? 

• Does this felt more of an exercise or a game to you? 

The results of the SUS questionnaires gave the following overall positive scores 

(rounded): 87 for editing tools, 83 for the coding tools (Blockly) and 91 for the re-

cording and play back tools. The feedback from the informal questionnaires gave the 

following highly interesting feedback (we actually summarize the responses): 

• Time control is the coolest feature, following a unanimous opinion – interest-

ingly, two of the kids said that this does not make sense for on-line multiplayer 

games  

• They did not mention anything to be considered as a worst feature 

• They reported it was very interesting that they have learned how to make char-

acters animate and move with keyboard control 

• They found this process more of a game, a challenge, rather than a typical 

school exercise as part of a programming lesson 
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both a game-play and a game-testing feature. We carried out an evaluation study, 

where besides filling questionnaires, we discussed a lot with students. Most of them 

reported they are not intending for a programmer profession, but still they would like 

to do hobby programming activities with such visual tools. Now, based on this re-

mark, serious games for programming may be stepping stones for professional pro-

gramming, or just introductory tools for hobbyists, or support both if appropriately 

designed. Driven by this, and due to our early evaluation results, we consider that by 

combining live-programming and time-traveling, while keeping coding tools at a 

moderate level, we managed to achieve a good balance between these two worlds. 
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